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FOREWORD

In order to respond quickly to the needs of farmers in remote villages,
PhilRice embarked on a fast track approach in arm mechanization. Inventory
of existing local and international machines were made adn those with poten-
tial application in the countrysides were modified to suit local needs.

Milling facilities, for instance, are beyond the reach of farmers in remote,
mountainous areas. The distance from town centers makes this so. The high
cost also makes it impossible for villagers to own one. In the Cordilleras,
women use a heavy wooden mortar to mill rice for each day’s meal.

With the positive response of villagers on the improved rice micromill, we
launched its promotion in the countrysides. The original machine design came
from China. It was modified by the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI).
We brought this IRRI design to the villages and gathered the reactions of
village folks. From their reactions, we were able to redesign an improved
model.

This portable rice mill not only make life a little easier to rural women, but
also offers many possibilities such as improved milling recovery, additional
income from rentals, and new food products from other grains, such as corn,
mungbean, and soya, which can be milled by the micromill.

SANTIAGO R. OBIEN
           Director



PhilRice Micromill
(Household Model)

Height :   98 cm
Weight :   40 kg (with motor)

1. hoper
2. milling device
3. rice bran chute
4. fan

5. aspiration chute
6. frame
7 motor
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Introduction

In remote villages, there are very few milling facilities.
Milling is usually done by women, using heavy mortar and
pestle. Bringing the palay to a milling center is difficult and
expensive.

Thus, PhilRice designed a portable rice mill or Micromill,
in answer to this problem. The machine can mill not only rice
but also corn, soybean, mungbean, and coffee.

Problems Addressed
• Lack of milling facilities in remote villages

• High cost of milling and transport

• High losses from manual milling

Intended Beneficiaries
• Farmers in remote and upland rice villages

Cost to Beneficiaries (as of 1994)

• P12,000 including motor

Outstanding Features
• Portable and lightweight

• High milling recovery

• Easy to fabricate
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Operating Principle

The micromill consists of a hopper, a milling rotor, and a
set of separators.

Palay is dehusked between the milling rotor and the sta-
tionary hulling knives at the opposite sides of the milling cylin-
der. Grains are polished under the pressing force and friction
between rice grains as they move from end to end of the
milling chamber. A set of metal screens separates the rice
from any impurities. The machine is made of steel and plastic.

• Easy to operate and maintain

• Efficient and versatile

• Made of simple, low-cost materials
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Operating Requirements
• Electric motor : 1 HP
• Fuel motor (gasoline) : 3 HP
• Labor requirement : 1 person

Performance
• Milling rate : 50-75 kg/h
• Milling recovery : 60-67%
• Headrice recovery : 50-70%
• Energy consumed : 1 l/h or 1 kW-h/h

Operating Procedures
1. Make sure palay is dry (14% moisture content) and free

from impurities, hard objects, stones, nails, and other
materials that might clog the milling chamber. You can
also turn the belt to determine if the mill is clogged.
Make sure the belt is tight before you start the machine.

belt
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2. Place appropriate containers beneath the discharge
bays.

3. Start the engine or motor.

4. Feed the palay by slowly opening the feed valve.

5. The discharge outlet should be closed for a few sec-
onds after the start of the operation to prevent rice
spill.

feed valve

discharge
weight

discharge
outlet
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6. Adjust rotor clearance if discharge of unhulled rice or
broken grains is high, or more polishing is desired.

Clearance is 2.5-3.5 mm at the discharge ide and 1.8-
2.5 mm on the opposite side. Clearance should be
increased if there are many broken grains or de-
creased if there are many unmilled rice.

7. Lower the engine RPM if there are many broken
grains.

8. Adjust the discharge weight up to the desired white-
ness of the grain.

9. Close the feed valve after use.
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PhilRice Micromill
(Village Model)

Cost to Benefiaries (as of 1994)

• P12,000 village model without engine

Operating Requirements
• Electric motor : 5 HP
• Fuel motor (gasoline) : 7-9 HP

                  (diesel) : 6-8 HP
• Labor requirement : 1-2 persons

Performance
• Milling rate : 150-200 kg/h
• Milling recovery : 60-67%
• Headrice recovery : 50-70%
• Energy consumed : 1.5-2 l/h

Height:  104 cm         Weight: » 60 kg (with engine)
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PhilRice

On November 5, 1985, then president Ferdinand E. Marcos signed
Executive Order No. 1061 creating the Philippine Rice Research Institute
or PhilRice. His successor, former president Corazon C. Aquino reaffirmed
this order on November 7, 1986 through Executive Order No. 60, which
broadened and strengthened the mandate of PhilRice. Full operations
began in 1987 in the University of the Philippines at Los Baños, Laguna.

To strengthen its institutional capability, PhilRice in 1988 sought
assistance from the Japanese government for a grant to build its central
experiment station in Maligaya, Muñoz, Nueva Ecija. Through the Japan
International Cooperation Agency (JICA), a fully-equipped research
complex was built and turned over to the Philippines in March 1991. These
facilities were inaugurated in May 1991.

Today, PhilRice coordinates and unifies the research and developmetn
activities of more than 60 agencies working on rice nationwide. This
includes experiment stations of the Department of Agriculture and state
colleges adn universities, strategically located in the country. PhilRice’s
research programs cover rice varietal improvement, planting and
fertilizer management, integrated pest management, rice-based farming
systems, rice engineering and mechanization, rice chemistry and food
science, social science and policy research, and technology transfer.
PhilRice is attached to the Department of Agriculture.


